1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Akt, also termed protein kinase B (PKB), is evolutionary conserved serine/threonine protein kinase and constitutes fundamental intracellular signaling systems for the regulation of multiple cellular and physiological activities, such as cell growth, proliferation, protection from apoptosis, modulation of DNA damage response and genome stability, motility, angiogenesis, and metabolism [@bib12], [@bib19], [@bib49]. In mammals, the Akt protein kinase is expressed in three isoforms: Akt1, Akt2, and Akt3, which are also termed PKBα, PKBβ, and PKBγ, respectively [@bib14], [@bib5]. Moreover, they are encoded on three distinct chromosomes, share a considerable homology, and contain three common structures: the N-terminal pleckstrin homology (PH) domain, the catalytic kinase domain (KD), and the C-terminal regulatory hydrophobic motif (HM) [@bib51]. The catalytic and regulatory domains are both critical for the biological actions mediated by Akt protein kinases [@bib23], [@bib40].

The AKT-1 (v-akt murine thymoma viral oncogene homologue 1) kinase is a member of possibly the most frequently activated proliferation and survival signaling pathway in cancer [@bib34], [@bib53], [@bib59]. The activation of AKT1 is driven by membrane localization, which is in turn initiated by the binding of the pleckstrin homology (PH) domain to phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-trisphosphate or phosphatidylinositol-3,4-bisphosphate, followed by phosphorylation of the regulatory amino acids serine 473 (Ser 473) and threonine 308 (Thr 308) [@bib30], [@bib58].

Hyperactivation of AKT protein, resulting in deregulation of the PI3K/AKT pathway, has been found to be associated with several human cancers [@bib21], [@bib36], [@bib38], [@bib41], [@bib56], [@bib11]. The AKT1 gene is composed of 14 exons and encodes 480-amino acid protein (Akt1). Recently, functional point mutation in the PH domain of AKT1 gene in human colorectal, breast and ovarian cancer has been found to be associated with AKT1 hyperactivation and tumor formation [@bib35], [@bib7]. Thus, considering the importance of AKT1 in different cellular signaling pathways implicated in human cancers, identifying and profiling functional missense mutations could be a significant approach in designing better diagnostic and therapeutic approaches.

Non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (nsSNPs) are the simplest form of genetic variations occurring in coding region that alter the encoded amino acid [@bib22]. With recent advances in high-throughput sequencing technologies, a huge amount of genetic variations has been identified and deposited in databases. The identification of pathological genetic variants may prove crucial in gene level studies and future target based therapies or even personalized medicine. Furthermore, efficient and effective identification of each of these functionally significant nsSNPs associated with the diseased status is a time consuming as well as an expensive task. For this purpose, various bioinformatics tools, designed on the basis of recent findings in protein structure research and evolutionary biology, may prove useful in predicting the functional importance of nsSNPs [@bib6], [@bib13], [@bib24], [@bib37] (Conde et al., 2006). Over past few years, several in silico studies have attempted to screen missense/ nsSNPs within the protein coding region of a gene and have shown these bioinformatics tools to be efficient and effective platform to prioritize SNPs for their association in disease pathology [@bib18], [@bib20], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib31].Over past few years, several in silico studies have attempted to screen missense/non-synonymous single nucleotide polymorphisms (nsSNPs) within the protein coding region of a gene and have shown these bioinformatics tools to be efficient and effective platform to prioritize SNPs for their association in disease pathology [@bib18], [@bib20], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib45]. These nsSNPs within the coding region alter the encoded amino acid and further resulting in altered physiochemical properties of native protein [@bib43], [@bib44], [@bib61], [@bib67]. Recent advancements in the field of computational biology facilitates the screening of deleterious nsSNPs through considering various aspects like sequence conservation among various species, structural features and physiochemical properties of protein [@bib48], [@bib60], [@bib66]. So, we employed two diverse approaches for the analysis of deleterious nsSNPs through empirical based methods and support vector based approaches to profile deleterious nsSNPs of AKT-1 gene. Thus, the aim of the study is to identify nsSNPs for AKT-1 gene which are likely to alter the structural and functional aspects of the AKT-1 protein and to pave a effective method to classify the disease associated amino acid variants in several other crucial cellular proteins.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. SNP data retrival {#s0015}
----------------------

The SNPs were retrieved from SNP database of National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) (<http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/snp>) using various limits of *Homo sapiens*, coding non-synonymous, stop gained, coding synonymous, mRNA UTR (5' and 3') and intronic region [@bib52].

### 2.1.1. SIFT {#s0020}

SIFT (Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant) (<http://sift.jcvi.org/www/SIFT_BLink_submit.html>) uses sequence homology based algorithm to classify the effect of amino acid substitutions on protein function. We performed updated version of SIFT called SIFT-Blink by submitting query in the form of amino acid substitutions obtained and the gene identification number from NCBI. The SIFT predictions are provided as a normalized probability score chart for all 20 amino acids. SIFT scores less than 0.05 is predicted as deleterious [@bib24], [@bib39].

### 2.1.2. PolyPhen 2 {#s0025}

PolyPhen-2 (Polymorphism Phenotyping v2), (<http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/pph2/>) is an automated structure homology based tool, that predicts the structural and functional impact of amino acid substitution on the human protein. PolyPhen-2 characterizes an amino acid substitution through gathering information on sequence, structural and phylogenetic features of the query gene [@bib1], [@bib46]. We submitted the query in the form protein FASTA sequence with mutational positions each with two amino acids variants. A position-specific independent counts (PSIC) score and their difference is generated for two variants. The PSIC score difference of 1.5 or above is characterized as damaging. The PolyPhen scores are classified as probably damaging (2.00), possibly damaging (1.50--1.99), potentially damaging (1.25--1.49), or benign (0.00--0.99).

### 2.1.3. I-Mutant 2.0 {#s0030}

I-Mutant2.0 (<http://folding.uib.es/cgi-bin/i-mutant2.0.cgi>) is a support vector machine (SVM)-based web server for the automatic prediction of protein stability changes upon single point mutations. I-Mutant 2.0 predicts the free energy change (DDG) calculated by subtracting the free energy change of the mutant protein from the free energy change of the native protein (Kcal/mol) [@bib4]. We provided query protein FASTA sequence along with amino acid substitutions and position and free energy change (DDG) were obtained. A zero value of DDG predicts high stability of mutant protein and more negative the value lesser the stability of the mutant protein.

### 2.1.4. PROVEAN {#s0035}

PROVEAN (Protein Variation Effect Analyzer), (<http://provean.jcvi.org>) is a bioinformatics tool which predicts functional effects on protein\'s biological function including insertions, deletions, and multiple amino acid substitutions [@bib9]. This tool provide a score called PROVEAN score which shows difference between the deleterious and the neutral effects on protein\'s biological function. The approach utilizes pairwise sequence alignment scores to generate pre-computed prediction at every position of amino acid in human protein sequences. The input given is the FASTA sequence of query protein and the effects are predicted on the basis of threshold value table obtained. The analysis predicts the SNPs to be deleterious or tolerant based on their default threshold value of 0.1. If the PROVEAN score is smaller than or equal to a given threshold, the variation is predicted as deleterious.

2.2. 3D-Structure modeling and RMSD calculation {#s0040}
-----------------------------------------------

To evaluate the structural stability of the protein upon substitution, the X-ray crystallographic 3-D structure of AKT-1 protein (pdb id- 3O96) was downloaded from the UniProt, further to compare and validate the results 3 well documented mutations were selected as positive controls for which we selected phosphatidylinositol 3,4,5-triphosphate 3-phosphatase (PTEN) and serine/threonine-protein kinase B-raf (BRAF) and 3D structures were downloaded having pdb id 5BUG and 5CSX respectively [@bib64]. The structure was validated using PROCHECK (<http://www.ebi.ac.uk/thornton-srv/software/PROCHECK/>) [@bib31], [@bib32]. The mutant protein models were generated using SWISS PDB Viewer [@bib16]. Often homology modeling and mutant protein modeling results in generation of new loops and deletion of some loops in the protein structure. Thus to bring the proteins to its most favorable conformation energy minimization is required. Energy minimizations for the native and the mutant structures performed by NOMAD-Ref (<http://lorentz.immstr.pasteur.fr/nomad-ref.php>) which uses Gromacs algorithm by default [@bib33]. Finally the difference in the total energy and Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD) values were calculated via SWISS PDB viewer between the native and mutants protein structures.

2.3. Structural analysis {#s0045}
------------------------

### 2.3.1. SPPIDER {#s0050}

SPPIDER Solvent accessibility based Protein-Protein Interface iDEntification and Recognition (<http://sppider.cchmc.org/>) is a web based server to predict the solvent accessibility and secondary structures in the 3D structure of proteins [@bib42]. The server employs Polyview3D -- Dictionary of Secondary Structure Protein (DSSP) for the prediction of secondary structure and solvent accessibilities (SABLE) for solvent accessibility.

### 2.3.2. Hydrogen Bond Analysis Tool (HBAT) {#s0055}

HBAT is an automated tool for the analysis of protein structure PDB files for all non-bonded interactions. The compactness of HBAT in delivering information on all interactions in a protein structure in a user friendly way is an advantage over other available tools. The program requires no additional information on PDB structures with bound ligands [@bib57].

3. Results {#s0060}
==========

3.1. DATA mining {#s0065}
----------------

For the current study, we have selected SNPs of AKT-1 gene for *Homo sapiens* using various limits of coding non-synonymous (nsSNPs) region, coding synonymous (sSNPs) region, stop-gain, mRNA untranslated regions UTR (5' and 3') and intronic regions. Out of 786SNPs, coding region contains 29 nsSNPs (3.74%) and 55 sSNPs (7.10%); stop-gain region contains 1 SNPs (0.13%); and non-coding regions contain 633 SNPs (81.78%) in intronic region and 68 SNPs (4.59%) in mRNA UTR region with 25 SNPs in 5\' UTR and 43 SNPs in 3\' UTR. Since, vast majority of SNPs were found to be in intronic region, therefore, SNPs within coding non-synonymous region or regulatory region (29 nsSNPs) of AKT-1 gene were selected for our investigation. The functional impact of these sorted nsSNPs was further assessed by various bioinformatics tools, schematic representation of methodology shown in [Fig 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Schematic representation of methodology.Fig. 1

3.2. Analysis of deleterious nsSNPs using SIFT blink {#s0070}
----------------------------------------------------

On the basis of sequence homology and the physical properties of amino acids, SIFT predicts whether the amino acid substitution alter the protein function. Protein sequence with mutational positions and amino acid residues were submitted to SIFT Blink server as input. The intolerant range of SIFT is ≤0.05 which indicates that nsSNP is more damaging/deleterious to the protein function and score of \>0.05 predicts the tolerant range. Out of 29 nsSNPs, 11nsSNPs (37.93%) were predicted to be intolerant with 0.00scores; 7nsSNPs (24.13%) showed the score ranging from 0.01 to 0.05; and 11 nsSNPs (37.93%) were found to be tolerant with score ranging from 0.06 to 0.10. Thus, total 18nsSNPs (62.06%) were predicted to be intolerant that may alter functional properties of protein, shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. These scores enable the quantitative comparison and ranking the nsSNPs according to their deleterious nature and allow researchers to decide which SNP to be targeted for further investigation.Fig. 2Prediction of deleterious nsSNPs of AKT-1 gene by SIFT Blink, PolyPhen 2.0, I-Mutant 2.0 and PPOVEAN. The bar diagram indicates the number of deleterious and benign nsSNPs predicted by various tools, the blue bar indicates the deleterious nsSNPs and the red bar indicates the benign nsSNPs.Fig. 2

3.3. Analysis of deleterious nsSNPs using PolyPhen-2 {#s0075}
----------------------------------------------------

The PolyPhen prediction is based on the number of sequences, phylogenetic and structural features characterizing the amino acid substitution. Same protein sequence with mutational positions and amino acid substitutions, submitted to SIFT as input, were also submitted to Polyphen 2 (i.e. 29 nsSNPs). PolyPhen scores comprise a range from zero to a positive number, where zero indicates a neutral effect on amino acid substitution and higher the positivity, higher will be the detrimental effect of substitution on protein function. Out of 29 nsSNPs, 9nsSNPs (31.03%) were predicted to be probably damaging depicting score values ranging from 0.8 to 1; 3nsSNPs (10.34%) were found to be possibly damaging having score values 0.6--0.8; and 17nsSNPs (58.62%) were identified as benign (neutral) showing score value zero, shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Thus PolyPhen score is useful in quantitative characterization of the damaging effects of nsSNPs on protein function.

3.4. Analysis of deleterious nsSNPs using I-Mutant 2.0 {#s0080}
------------------------------------------------------

The query protein sequence along with mutational positions and amino acid substitutions, submitted to SIFT Blink and PolyPhen 2.0, were also submitted as input to I-Mutant 2.0. I-Mutant 2.0 predicts the alterations in protein stability due to presence of single point mutations. According to I-Mutant 2.0, more negative the value of free energy change (DDG), lesser will be the stability of protein. According to these score, out of 29 nsSNPs, 6 variants P388T, E319G, A188T, A399T, R222H and T479Mshowed DDG values −2.26, −2.08, −3.01, −3.2, −2.26 and −2.81respectively which were considered to be least stable and most deleterious nsSNPs. The other 11 variants E17K, L357P, V167A, V461L, D3N, R406H, G410S, D46E, R69Q, D32E, R15Q, R367H, D262E, M363V, E375K and A255Tshowing DDG values ranging from −0.05 to −1.9 were further identified as less stable and deleterious nsSNPs. The remaining 12 variants showing DDG values≥0.00 were grouped as non-deleterious. Thus, total 17nsSNPs/variants (58.62%) were predicted to be deleterious to the protein stability, shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}.

3.5. Analysis of deleterious nsSNPs using provean {#s0085}
-------------------------------------------------

Out of 29 nsSNPs analyzed via PROVEAN, 14 nsSNPs were predicted to be deleterious. The other 15 nsSNPs were categorized as neutral by PROVEAN. Thus, total 48.27% nsSNP/variants were predicted to be deleterious.

3.6. Combinatorial prediction of functionally deleterious nsSNPS {#s0090}
----------------------------------------------------------------

As each tool works on a specific algorithm which is based on variable biological aspect; therefore, through combining different computational tools, prediction of deleterious nsSNPs can be performed more accurately [@bib15], [@bib65]. Thus to reduce the false positive predictions, we opted for a combinatorial approach involving empirical and support vector machine (SVM) based tools and selecting only those SNPs for further trajectory analysis which were commonly predicted to be deleterious by all the tools. Furthermore, to be more informative in comparing the results of all the tools, we included two documented mutations in colorectal cancer (R159S in PTEN gene and G466V in BRAF gene) as positive controls for our analysis [@bib54], [@bib8]. By comparing the result of SIFT Blink, PolyPhen-2 and I-Mutant 2.0 tools, 6 variants E17K, P388T, E319G, A399T, D32E and A255T having SNP IDs rs121434592, rs11555431, rs12881616, rs188580689, rs201636005 and rs375395037 respectively, were predicted to be functionally deleterious by all four tools. Interestingly, all the control mutations were also predicted to be deleterious by all the tools used. [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} displays the predicted score of SIFT Blink, PolyPhen 2.0 and I-Mutant 2.0. These 6 nsSNPs (E17K, P388T, E319G, A399T, D32E and A255T) were selected for further trajectory analysis.Table 1Combined prediction of SIFT Blink, PolyPhen 2.0, I-Mutant 2.0 and PROVEAN for possible deleterious nsSNPs of AKT-1 gene.Table 1**S. No.rs IDAlleleResidue changeSIFT predictionPolyPhen scoreI-Mutant DDGPROVEAN1**rs121434592G/AE17K01−1.03Deleterious**2**rs11555431C/AP388T00.977−2.26Deleterious**3**rs12881616G/GE319G00.993−2.08Deleterious**4**rs188580689G/AA399T0.010.842−3.2Deleterious**5**rs201636005T/GD32E00.96−0.87Deleterious**6**rs375395037G/AA255T00.989−0.45Deleterious**7**PTENG/TR159S00.986−3.56Deleterious**8**BRAFG/TG466V00.979−3.45Deleterious

3.7. Modeling of mutant protein structures and RMSD calculation {#s0095}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Protein stability can be significantly altered by the presence of SNP. Thus, for better insight on single nucleotide change and its role in protein functional and structural stability, it is mandatory to gather knowledge about 3D structure. The 3D structure of AKT-1 protein (ID-3O96) was obtained from Universal Protein Resource (UniProt) having 480 amino acid sequence and 367 amino acid residues in structure. Later PROCHECK server was used to validate the native structure, the structure had resolution of 2 A° and 87% of residues were found in most favored region in the ramachandran plot. Out of six, four mutant protein models with nsSNPs (E17K, E319G, D32E and A255T) were generated using SWISSPDB Viewer, shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. The nsSNPs P388T and A399T were not modeled due to unavailable amino acid residues in any available protein structure in UniProt. Thus for further analysis three-dimensional structures were energy minimized using NOMAD-Ref server. RMSD values were calculated for all 4 mutant models by comparing the energy minimized structures of native and mutant proteins as shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}. All mutant models showed minor deviations in RMSD values from native structure. It is reported that higher the RMSD values grater is the deviation between mutant and native structure [@bib17]. Since the deviation was very small we also under took the total energy change in mutant models from native structure. The total energy of native model was −2181.194 KJ/mol and when compared with mutant models notable amount of variation was observed. Mutant A255T and E319G showed decreased total energy −1554.896 KJ/mol and −1905.074 KJ/mol respectively. The mutant E17K accounted very high total energy value of −6981.152 KJ/mol, further D32E mutant model showed very minor change in total energy change of −2407.920 KJ/mol. Thus, 3 nsSNPs (E17K, E319G and A255T) were selected for further trajectory analysis to investigate precisely the deleterious effect of these highly deleterious nsSNPs on the 3D AKT-1 protein structure and function.Table 2Root mean square deviation (RMSD) and total energy deviation of mutant proteins from native AKT-1 protein.Table 2**Total Energy (KJ/mol)S. No.Residue changeBackbone RMSD (Å)MutantNative1**Native−2181.194**2**A255T0.064−1554.896**3**D32E0.128−2407.920**4**E17K0.029**-**6981.152**5**E319G0.107−1905.074

3.8. Structural investigation {#s0100}
-----------------------------

### 3.8.1. SPPIDER {#s0105}

For further analysis of secondary structures and solvent accessibility, all 3 mutant proteins models (E17K, E319G and A255T) with slight deviation in RMSD values and total energy, were analyzed and compared with native models shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. SPPIDER server predicted 1 nsSNP (E17K) with variation in the solvent accessibility from buried to exposed, thus increasing the solvent accessibility of the mutant model. Further the results of PTEN R159S and BRAF G466V used as positive control also showed variation in SPPIDER results, thus supporting the authenticity of SPPIDER tool.Table 3Comparative analysis of solvent accessibility (SABLE) and secondary structures of native and mutant AKT-1 protein predicted by SPPIDER.Table 3**SPPIDERSecondary Structure-DSSPSolvent accessibility -- SABLES. No.Residue changeNativeMutantNativeMutant1**A255THH00**2**E17KCC34**3**E319GHH11**4**R159SHC11**5**G466VCC01[^1]

### 3.8.2. Hydrogen Bond Analysis Tool (HBAT) {#s0110}

The analysis of intermolecular hydrogen bond frequencies for E17K nsSNP was calculated by HBAT. A countable change was noticed in the highly deleterious nsSNP E17K model compared to native protein structure shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. Mutant protein model E17K showed decrease in the strong H-bonds like N-H...O, O-H...O, N-H...N and O-H...N. There was also variation in frequency of some weak bonds. These results support the previous trajectory analysis, that the predicted nsSNP (E17K) is possibly highly deleterious. Similar to SPPIDER analysis, HBAT demonstrated notable variation in both the control mutations (PTEN R159S and BRAF G466V). The investigation reveals that this nsSNP was the most possible highly deleterious and may affect the 3D-structure of the AKT-1 protein.Table 4Intermolecular Hydrogen Bond frequency prediction of highly deleterious nsSNPs.Table 4HBATS. No.Residue changeN-H.. OO-H.. ON-H.. NO-H.. NC-H.. OC-H.. NN-H.. SO-H.. SC-H.. S1Native401361941460180022E17K38413194456200033Native130676590202326670134R159S129976589202326670135Native2899167827140006G466V273916351714000

4. Discussion {#s0115}
=============

A disease gene variant manifests in a disease state via complex association of patient genetic background, environmental factors and stochastic influences. The clinical appearance of a mutation is also an important variable among different individuals [@bib62]. These limitations in predicting the genotype-phenotype correlation with disease-association makes it costly and highly challenging [@bib29]. To overcome above restrictions, recently bioinformatics tools have emerged as a valuable option for mutation analysis [@bib18], [@bib20], [@bib25], [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28], [@bib45], [@bib47]. Aberrant activation of AKT-1 has been implicated in various human cancers and is also associated with drug resistance [@bib2], [@bib55], [@bib63]. Genetic alterations in AKT1 gene have been demonstrated in many tumors including colon, breast and ovarian cancer [@bib2], [@bib63]. Key regulatory mutations in AKT1 gene has not been widely reported in cancer. Thus the current study was focused on profiling the deleterious nsSNPs of AKT1 gene associated with various cancers. Initially, the SNP data was extracted from the NCBI database and nsSNPs were sorted for further computational analysis by different bioinformatics tools. It is well documented that using multiple tools and algorithms for prioritizing functional mutations enhances the accuracy of prediction [@bib15], [@bib65]. Thus, we employed various tools like SIFT Blink, PolyPhen-2, I-Mutant 2.0 and PANTHER to predict the functional phenotypes of nsSNPs based on protein sequence cross species conservation, protein structure, and physicochemical properties [@bib48], [@bib60], [@bib66]. To dismiss any possible false positive results, we incorporated a combinatorial approach by comparing results of all the tools. Thus, we selected only 6 nsSNPs (E17K, P388T, E319G, A399T, D32E, and A255T) out of all 29 nsSNPs for further investigation which were predicted as deleterious by all selected tools. To further improve our analysis and gain better understanding of functional impact of nucleotide substitutions in a gene sequence, we downloaded the template structure 3O96 of AKT1 protein from UniProt and checked for the stability via PROCHECK server and the structure was found to be a good quality model having 90% residues in most favorable region A, B, L on ramachandran plot. To detect the degree of variation in arrangement of atoms in the native protein structure, we compared the RMSD value and total energy of native and mutant models (E17K, E319G, D32E, and A255T). Consecutively, it was also noticed that the total energy of these models showed deviation from native AKT1 structure. These energy calculations provide information on the stability of a protein structure. All 4 deleterious SNP models (E17K, E319G, D32E, and A255T) showed a very small deviation in RMSD values but when analyzed for total energy of the mutant models compared to native protein structure 3 mutant models (A255T, E17K and E319G) accounted notable variation. Thus, these 3 nsSNP models were subjected to further trajectory analysis. This involved the identification of the solvent accessibility and secondary structures prediction of selected mutant AKT1 models having highly deleterious nsSNPs (A255T, E17K and E319G). A further deeper insight of the solvent accessibility and secondary structures of these mutant AKT1models were gained from SPPIDER. This tool identified one mutant AKT1 model having E17K nsSNP with deviated accessible surface area from buried to exposed, thus increasing the solvent accessibility of the mutant model. Amino acid accessible surface area is a key functional property of a protein that also influences the DNA binding property of a protein [@bib3], [@bib50]. We further analyzed the hydrogen bonds in the native and mutant AKT1 model with E17K deleterious SNP. The results showed a significant decrease in the number of hydrogen bonds in the structure. Thus, the trajectory analysis revealed the deleterious nature of the E17K (rs121434592) nsSNP in AKT1 gene. The 3D structures of the native and the mutant AKT1 protein were drawn through PyMol molecular graphics system providing a clear image of the residues changes in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} [@bib10].Fig. 33D structure of the native and mutant AKT-1 protein models (a) Native, (b) Mutant model depicting E17K, E319G, D32E and A255T (c) Mutant E17K.Fig. 3

Recently, the substitution of glutamic acid to lysine at amino acid 17 (E17K) in the lipid binding pocket of the PH domain of AKT1 has been reported to be associated with human colorectal cancer, breast cancer and ovarian cancers [@bib35], [@bib7]. Thus, results of our study were found to be in accordance with the recent wet lab reports which predicted E17K as a highly deleterious nsSNP in various cancers. However, prediction of SNPs via *in silico* methods can only be substantiated by further epidemiological studies in wet lab experiments. These *in silico* studies can only facilitate the researchers to narrow down the cumbersome procedure to study each and every SNP present in a particular gene.

5. Conclusion {#s0120}
=============

In conclusion, this study attempted to prioritize high risk missense mutation in the coding region of AKT-1 gene using various bioinformatics tools. The finding of the study predicted E17K, P388T, E319G, A399T, D32E and A255T SNPs as deleterious via combinatorial approach. Furthermore, systematic structural investigation leads to finding E17K as highly deleterious SNP. Although not much insight on the pathological outcomes and activitites of SNP have been gained, but the results strongly suggest that it can act as crucial variable in providing stability to structural and functional attributes of AKT-1 protein. The study overlay an alternative approach which is inexpensive and less time consuming to prioritize amino acid substitutions and short list candidate SNPs for other genes involved in regulatory cellular pathways that can be undertaken for further epidemiological studies to assess their phenotypic association and correlation with different human cancers.
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[^1]: Note: \[H- Helix, C-Coil, E-beta Strand\], \[9-Fully Exposed; 0 -- Fully Buried\].
